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Abstract: Savannahs are heterogeneous environments with an important role in supporting biodiversity and providing essential ecosystem services. Due to extensive land use/cover changes and subsequent land degradation, the provision of ecosystem services from savannahs has increasingly declined over recent years. Mapping the extent and the composition of savannah environments is challenging but essential in order to improve monitoring capabilities, prevent biodiversity loss and ensure the provision of ecosystem services. Here, we tested combinations of Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 data from three different seasons to optimise land cover mapping, focusing in the Ngorongoro Conservation Area (NCA) in Tanzania. The NCA has a bimodal rainfall pattern and is composed of a combination savannah and woodland landscapes. The best performing model achieved an overall accuracy of 86.3 ± 1.5% and included a combination of Sentinel-1 and 2 from the dry and short-dry seasons. Our results show that the optical models outperform their radar counterparts, the combination of multisensor data improves the overall accuracy in all scenarios and this is particularly advantageous in single-season models. Regarding the effect of season, models that included the short-dry season outperform the dry and wet season models, as this season is able to provide cloud free data and is wet enough to allow for the distinction between woody and herbaceous vegetation. Additionally, the combination of more than one season is beneficial for the classification, specifically if it includes the dry or the short-dry season. Combining several seasons is, overall, more beneficial for single-sensor data; however, the accuracies varied with land cover. In summary, the combination of several seasons and sensors provides a more accurate classification, but the target vegetation types should be taken into consideration.
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1. Introduction

Savannahs are heterogeneous landscapes combining grassland, open canopy trees and shrubs. These ecosystems occur in tropical and subtropical climate zones, mainly in the Americas and Australia, as well as in Africa, where they cover half of the land surface [1]. Savannah ecosystems are important for biodiversity and the global carbon cycle and provide essential ecosystem services for some of the world’s poorest communities [2–6]. In recent years, the provision of ecosystems services from savannahs has increasingly declined due to extensive land use/cover changes and subsequent land degradation [5,6]. Woody vegetation encroachment or densification, attributed to climate change and altered rainfall patterns, can have negative impacts on carbon storage, biodiversity, grazing capacity,
and tourism [7–13]. Additionally, management policies (e.g., fire management), herbivore pressure, and invasive plant species directly impact savannah dynamics [8,9,14].

Savannahs in southern and eastern Africa are similar in their ecological structure and function, sharing similar fauna and flora [15,16]. However, there are key differences in conservation land management. Southern Africa adopted a proactive approach, using fences, culling, fire, and large-mammal translocation programs [16]. Conversely, East Africa’s protected areas are often unfenced and follow a ‘hands-off’ approach allowing wildlife to roam freely and intervening as little as possible [17]. In this region, around 20% of the land is officially protected [18]; however, due to population growth driving demand for crop and rangeland, pressure on the savannah is increasing. Sustainable ecosystems require an understanding of how savannahs work and how losses of function can be mitigated or prevented through informed management decisions [16]. Therefore, to improve monitoring capabilities, prevent biodiversity loss and ensure savannah ecosystem services, it is essential to produce high-resolution, up-to-date and highly accurate land cover information [19,20].

Over small areas, traditional methods of land cover mapping, e.g., ground-based surveys and aerial photographs, are able to provide information on the dynamics of savannah vegetation structure and distribution. However, to portray the spatial patterns of vegetation change over larger areas, these techniques are time consuming, limited in extent and expensive, and therefore, inefficient [19,20]. In the last five decades, satellite Earth observation (EO) data are increasingly used to map and monitor vegetation cover and its characteristics [21–23]. The use of EO technologies with open-access data archives provide the opportunity to study inaccessible areas and to assess the vegetative cover and its evolution through time [19]. Mapping savannah vegetation, however, is challenging due to varying degrees of vegetation cover, high background soil signal and the spectral similarities between land cover types [10,24,25]. In East Africa, in particular, high cloud coverage represents an additional challenge [26,27].

For almost 50 years, the Landsat archive has been the workhorse for vegetation and land cover mapping and monitoring, mainly due to its unparalleled archive. More recently, Sentinel-2 data with improved spatial and spectral resolution have also been successfully employed to map African savannah vegetation characteristics [10]. However, optical data come with their limitations, such as the presence of cloud coverage and the difficulty in discriminating between woody vegetation and grassland [28]. To address these inherent problems, a number of studies have combined Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data (e.g., from the Advanced Land Observing Satellite Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar, ALOS PALSAR); or Sentinel-1, with optical data to improve classifications, as SAR sensors are insensitive to cloud cover, discriminate woody vegetation effectively and are, therefore, particularly helpful for savannah environments [10,28–31].

In addition to multisensor approaches, previous studies examined the effect of single season and biseasonal data on classification accuracies [28,29,32]. Biseasonal data provide improved accuracies in savannah land cover mapping [28,29,32]. If a single season approach is chosen, the dry-season is preferred due to lower cloud cover and higher contrasts between woody and grassland components [29,32]. However, when the mapping of herbaceous vegetation is of interest, using dry season data only can be suboptimal, as most of the vegetation is dry. In areas where bimodal rainfall patterns occur, using data from the short-dry season, which takes place after the short rains, may be beneficial. To our knowledge, land cover classification performance using short-dry season data has never been studied before but could be particularly useful due to the availability of cloud free data and herbaceous vegetation being photosynthetically active [33].

Regardless of the sensors or seasons used, most studies focussing on African savannah consider either a distinction between woody and non-woody vegetation or represent woody vegetation as a gradient [10,28–30]. However, such information might not always be meaningful as it might obscure important differences between ecologically distinct land cover types. Considering the amount and types of data currently available, there is an opportunity to develop meaningful, detailed classifications of the savannah environment. Furthermore, recent advancements in computing power, cloud computing (e.g., Google Earth Engine) and the development of machine and deep learning
algorithms (e.g., random forests (RF) and support vector machines (SVMs)), have given rise to new approaches in mapping and monitoring land cover, e.g., spectral-temporal variability metrics [28,34] or image compositing [35]. These new approaches have proven to be robust in characterising savannah landscapes [6,25,28,29,33,36–38]. Within this context, the aim of this study is to create a detailed, high-resolution and highly accurate land cover map of a montane savannah system: the Ngorongoro Conservation Area (NCA) in Tanzania. We used different combinations of optical (Sentinel-2) and radar data (Sentinel-1) from different seasons (wet, dry and the short-dry season) and compared the classification accuracies to address the following research questions:

1. Can Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 seasonal imagery be used to accurately map savannah land cover types at the regional scale?
2. Can the combination of optical and radar data improve classification accuracies?
3. How does the combination of data from different seasons influence the accuracy of the classification?

2. Study Area

The NCA, located in northern Tanzania, is a protected area and a World Heritage Site that forms part of the Serengeti ecosystem. It covers an area of around 8283 km$^2$ and includes the famous Ngorongoro Crater, the world’s largest inactive, intact and unfilled volcanic caldera [39,40]. The NCA boards Loliondo Game Controlled Area to the North, Serengeti National Park to the West, Lake Eyasi to the Southwest, the area between Lake Eyasi, Lake Manyara and Manyara National Park to the South and agricultural communities to the Southeast (Figure 1b,c). The temperature ranges between 7 and 15 $^\circ$C in the wet season and 11–20 $^\circ$C in the dry season [41]. Annual rainfall ranges from 450 mm/year in the lowlands to 1200 mm/year in the highlands [42] There is a distinctive variation in rainfall patterns, consisting of two wet seasons from March until May and October to December, and two dry seasons from January to February and from June to October ([43], Figure 1a). Considering the typical pattern of bimodal seasons, for 2018/2019 February was particularly wet (Figure 1a).

The NCA is composed of more than 15,000 km$^2$ of savannah habitat [44] and is included in the Greater Serengeti Ecosystem (GSE), where the great African wildebeest migration takes place [39,44]. The NCA vegetation ranges between highland plains, savannah woodland, forest and savannah grasslands [45]. The northwest part, bordering with the Serengeti National Park, comprises savannah grassland plains and some woodland areas. Within the Ngorongoro Crater itself, the vegetation comprises mostly of short-to-medium grasses, wetlands, and a soda lake, Lake Magadi. Southwest of the lake is the Lerai Forest, which is degrading and gradually disappearing [46]. Lerai Forest was dominated by mature Acacia xanthophloea trees, which have not been replaced by young Acacia trees [41]. A combination of factors, such as high herbivore pressure, high salinity, water availability and encroachment of invasive species, could explain the forest’s dieback [41,45,46]. In the past, Lerai Forest was regularly used by black rhinos for shelter, browsing and breeding [41,46]. Due to vegetation changes or the presence of other herbivores, black rhinos are now rarely seen in this area [41,46].

The NCA is managed by the NCA Authority (NCAA) as a ‘multiple land-use area’ to promote biodiversity conservation and the interests of the resident Maasai pastoralists [14,47]. In the last 50 years, the NCA followed a ‘hands-off’ management approach. For instance, fire regimes, traditionally implemented by the Maasai and used to improve pasture, control bush encroachment, and reduce tick populations, were banned in 1974 [41]. This measure is thought to have contributed to woody encroachment, grassland growth and the spread of invasive plant species, which consequently favour species like elephant (Loxodonta africana) and buffalo (Syncerus caffer caffer) [14,41,46]. Fire was used in 2003 to control invasive plant species as it has been identified as an important step towards active management. However, an official fire management programme has not been implemented yet [41]. Cultivation was also banned in 1974 when the Maasai pastoralists were relocated out of the Ngorongoro Crater [42]. Nonetheless, in order to support the Maasai communities living within the NCAs boundaries, the cultivation ban was partially lifted in 1992, allowing the cultivation of 1 acre.
per household [41,42]. Nowadays, the NCAA is looking into more active management approaches to tackle some of the ‘wicked’ problems that the NCA is facing [48], e.g., inbreeding of endangered species such as black rhino (*Diceros bicornis michaeli*), changes in habitat suitability, food security and the spread of invasive species. However, there is a lack of empirical data on these issues that could be used to support and advise decision making.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** (a) ECMWF (European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) Re-Analysis (ERA) rainfall average in the study area for 2018/2019, (b) location of the study area in East Africa, (c) Ngorongoro Conservation Area, Tanzania from Google Earth (Digital Globe).

Herlocker and Dirschl [45] carried out the first detailed land cover study in the NCA in 1960s and distinguished eight land cover types: (1) Montane heath; (2) Bamboo forest; (3) Evergreen forest; (4) High woodlands; (5) Low woodlands; (6) Medium grasslands; (7) Short grasslands; (8) Sand dune grasslands. Here we combined the nomenclature and descriptions of Herlocker and Dirschl (1972; [45]) and Pratt and Gwyne (1966) [49], which enabled the identification of nine land cover types:

- **Bareland:** areas with minimal plant cover that include bare rock, sand, alpine snow and ice, saline or alkaline flats or riverine deposits. These areas often experience extreme environmental conditions, such as low rainfall, high winds, high salinity and toxic or infertile soils that prevent vegetation from developing.
• Bushland: areas of woody plants, bushes or trees, with a closed shrub canopy between 3 and 6 m in height. The closed canopy of bushland thicket has little grazing value and makes it challenging for large animals to navigate through [49].
• Cropland: areas where natural vegetation has been removed or modified and replaced by other types of vegetation that requires human activity to maintain it in the long term. Cropland fields may be fallow at certain times during the year.
• Forest: areas with closed canopy trees of one or more storeys, rising from 7 to ≥40 m in height. Bushes and shrubs dominate the ground making it difficult for animals to travel through it.
• Grassland: areas dominated by grasses <25 to 150 cm tall, sometimes with herbs, scarred trees or shrubs, with a high grazing value for both wildlife and livestock. Areas may contain some woody cover and may be almost bare during the dry season and during drought episodes.
• Montane heath: areas with medium sized woody vegetation (<1 m) that can be shrubs, grasses, ferns and mosses. Montane heath occurs in environments ≥600 m in altitude, usually on mountains, but also on hills with lower and more variable temperatures and rainfall.
• Shrubland: areas with medium sized woody vegetation (<6 m in [49]), generally open canopy, surrounded by grassland or dry land. Some occasional trees and bushes are present depending on location.
• Water: areas that can be lakes, rivers, ponds or reservoirs, which vary with season.
• Woodland: tree-covered area with trees as tall as 20 m and an open canopy surrounded by grassland and sometimes shrub but not thicket. These areas are sometimes dominated by only a few species of trees.

3. Materials and Methods

We combined SAR (Sentinel-1) and optical (Sentinel-2) data from three different seasons (dry, wet and short-dry seasons) and compared the outcomes to optimise land cover mapping in savannas. Sentinel-2 data were obtained and processed in the Framework for Operational Radiometric Correction for Environmental monitoring (FORCE) software version v.2.0 and three Best Available Pixel composites were created for each targeted season [35]. The NDVI bands were also calculated and added. The Google Earth Engine computing platform was used to acquire, process and calculate the textural metrics for Sentinel-1 data for the three target seasons [50,51]. Training data were collected based on our knowledge of the area and Google Earth (Digital Globe) imagery. The land cover classifications were produced using random forests (RF; [52]) and validated with a two-stage random sampling procedure according to best practice guidelines [53]. Figure 2 is a flowchart of our methodological framework.

**Figure 2.** Methodological framework. Google Earth Engine: Gorelick et al. [50]. FORCE (i.e., Framework for Operational Radiometric Correction for Environmental monitoring): Frantz et al. [35].
3.1. Data

3.1.1. Sentinel-2

Sentinel-2 is an Earth Observation mission from the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Copernicus Programme. It consists of two satellites, Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B, launched in 2015 and 2017, respectively [10]. Sentinel-2 carries a Multi-Spectral Instrument (MSI) that images 13 spectral bands in the visible, near infrared and shortwave infrared spectral range (SWIR) at 10–60 m spatial resolution. The combination of Sentinel 2A and 2B provides a 5-day revisit rate. Sentinel-2 imagery are freely available and accessible through the Copernicus API Hub.

We obtained all Sentinel 2 images that intersected our study area between 1 January 2019 and 30 September 2019, with less than 75% cloud cover, resulting in 521 images (Table 1). All image processing was in the Framework for Operational Radiometric Correction for Environmental monitoring (FORCE) software version v.2.0 [35]. Firstly, Level 1C images were downloaded from the Copernicus API hub. Secondly, the raw images were processed to Level 2 using the FORCE L2PS module, applying: atmospheric and topographic correction, cloud and cloud shadow masking, data cubing, and downscaling of the 20 m bands using the ImproPhe algorithm [54–56].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>Target Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
<th>N° of Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-dry</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
<td>27 January 2019</td>
<td>28 February 2019</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet</td>
<td>1 March 2019</td>
<td>17 April 2019</td>
<td>31 May 2019</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>1 June 2019</td>
<td>17 September 2019</td>
<td>30 September 2019</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, we produced three Best Available Pixel Composites using the L3PS module. The temporal windows were chosen according to the general climatological patterns in the study area but also the specific rainfall dynamics for the year of study (i.e., 2019): March to May for the wet season; June to September for the dry season, and January to February for the short-dry season (Table 1). These composites score all available observations within the temporal window selecting the optimal observation based on nonparametric quality scoring. The final products included three composites with 10 bands each to which a normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) band was then calculated and added.

3.1.2. Sentinel-1

Sentinel-1 is an Earth Observation mission from ESA’s Copernicus Programme consisting of two satellites, Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B, launched in 2014 and 2016, respectively [10]. Sentinel-1 carries a C-band Synthetic-aperture radar (SAR), which is unaffected by clouds and has been successfully employed in savannah environments for mapping land cover characteristics [10,57]. In comparison to the ALOS PALSAR 2 L-band, the C-band is a shorter wavelength with a shallower penetration into open savannah vegetation [31]. The C-band is better at detecting leaves and grasses and therefore more useful for canopy and cropland studies [31]. The L-band is a long wave band more suitable for closed canopy forested environments as it successfully detects woody vegetation [31].

The Google Earth Engine (GEE) computing platform [50,51] was used to process the Sentinel-1 data and to calculate the metrics from the VV and VH bands (25th, 50th, and 90th percentiles and standard deviation). The temporal windows used were the same as for the Sentinel-2 processing. The final products consisted of three composites, one for each season, with eight bands each.
3.2. Classification Strategy

3.2.1. Training Samples and Classification

The training data were collected based on our knowledge of the area and high-resolution Google Earth (Digital Globe) imagery acquired between 2013 and 2019. A total of 4430 training points were used (306 for ‘Bareland’; 397 for ‘Bushland’; 320 for ‘Cropland’; 370 for ‘Forest’; 1093 for ‘Grassland’; 337 for ‘Montane heath’; 580 for ‘Shrubland’; 301 ‘Water’ and 726 for ‘Woodland’).

Classifications were carried out in the R statistical Software Environment, using the ‘RStoolbox’ and ‘randomforest’ packages [58,59]. The land cover maps were created using the ‘SuperClass’ function [58] and random forests (RF; [52]). RF is a nonparametric machine learning classifier, that combines decision trees with bootstrapping and aggregation [28,52,60,61]. It has been proven to be more time effective and highly accurate in comparison to traditional approaches, such as maximum likelihood, and support vector machines (SMV) [60,61]. RF was implemented using the ‘SuperClass’ function, which takes as an input, the training data and the corrected Landsat image [58]. Specifically in African savannahs, RF classification has successfully been applied in southern Africa [29,36–38] and eastern Africa [62,63].

3.2.2. Modelling Framework: Season and Sensor Combinations

In order to determine the best sensor and seasonal combinations to map savannah landscapes, we developed 21 models consisting of combinations of three seasons using Sentinel-1 and 2 imagery (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Data Included</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry season S2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-dry season S2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet season S2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry + short-dry seasons S2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry + wet seasons S2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet + short-dry seasons S2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All seasons S2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry season S1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-dry season S1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet season S1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry + short-dry seasons S1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry + wet seasons S1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet + short-dry seasons S1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All seasons S1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry season S1 and S2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-dry seasons S1 and S2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet season S1 and S2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry + short-dry seasons S1 and S2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry + wet seasons S1 and S2</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet + short-dry seasons S1 and S2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All seasons S1 and S2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3. Validation and Accuracy Assessment

The final classified maps were validated using a two-stage random sampling procedure as recommended the best practice guidelines [53]. First, an initial sample of 675 points (75 per class) was randomly obtained from the classified map with the preliminary higher overall accuracy (Model 4 in Table 2). The accuracy was calculated together with the size of the area covered by each land cover class from the same map (Model 4 in Table 2). The second stage used this information as a basis for identifying a suitable validation sample size. The final validation samples were 2147 in total, covering seven classes: 82 for ‘Bareland’; 218 for ‘Bushland’; 103 for ‘Forest’; 1262 for ‘Grassland’;
56 for ‘Montane heath’; 184 for ‘Shrubland’; 242 for ‘Woodland’. The area covered by the ‘Water’ and ‘Cropland’ classes was too small and, therefore, they were not considered in the validation process.

Following the validation, the accuracy assessment was determined by calculating the following statistics: the overall accuracy, user’s accuracy and producer’s accuracies. A nonparametric McNemar’s test was carried out to determine if there were statistically significant differences between the classifications performance [64].

4. Results

4.1. Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-1 Seasonal Imagery to Map Savannah Land Cover Types

The multisensor and multiseason model, incorporating Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 data for both the dry and the short-dry season (Model 18) was the best performing model, with an overall accuracy of 86.3 ± 1.5% (Figures 3 and 4). A land cover map produced from this model is shown in Figure 3, with the associated confusion matrix and accuracy statistics in Table 3. Adjusting the mapped areas, using stratified area estimation, identified ‘Grassland’ as the predominant land cover type covering 60% of the study area (5631 ± 106 km²), followed by ‘Woodland’ (1205 ± 90 km²), ‘Shrubland’ (922 ± 111 km²) and ‘Bushland’ (842 ± 63 km²). Smaller classes comprised the remaining 8% of the NCA, with ‘Forest’ accounting for 5% (507 ± 44 km²), and ‘Bareland’ and ‘Montane heath’ combined covering 3% (276 ± 30 km²).

Figure 3. Output of the best performing model incorporating Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 data for both the dry and the short-dry season (i.e., Model 18). Locations A–C are the example subsets that appear in the results.
Models 4, 7, 16, 20 and 21 all achieved accuracies greater than 85%, using different season and sensor combinations (Table 2, Table S1, Figure 4). These five models, and the best-performing model, were able to map the majority of the savannah vegetation types, with the exception of ‘Shrubland’ (Figures 5 and 6, Table S2), with comparable accuracies.

In all models, the most reliably mapped class was ‘Grassland’, with maximum producer’s and user’s accuracies of 96% and 92%, respectively, achieved by Model 21 (Figures 5 and 6). The accuracy of the remaining six classes varied considerably in several models. ‘Shrubland’, for instance, was mapped poorly by all models, with a maximum user’s and producer’s accuracy of 59% and 54%, respectively, achieved by Model 16. The ‘Forest’ class was mapped accurately by Sentinel-2 or multisensor models (e.g., Models 7 and 18). However, Sentinel-1-only models were unable to map it successfully scoring a maximum user’s accuracy of 38% and producer’s accuracy of 33% achieved by Model 11 (Figures 5 and 6). The remaining classes, namely ‘Bushland’, ‘Woodland’, ‘Shrubland’ and ‘Montane heath’ were also mapped more accurately by Sentinel-2 and multisensor models than by the Sentinel-1-only models.
Figure 5. Producer’s accuracy for different land cover types and models. Coding of model combinations in Table 2.
Figure 6. User’s accuracy for different land cover types and models. Coding of model combinations in Table 2.
4.2. The Role of C-Band SAR

Comparing the two different sensors, Sentinel-2 models outperform the Sentinel-1 ones, in all combinations and land cover types (Figure 4). Sentinel-1 models have much lower overall accuracies and fail to distinguish most land cover types well, especially ‘Montane heath’, which goes completely undetected in Model 9 (Figures 5 and 6). In terms of the spatial configuration of the classified land cover maps, those produced by the Sentinel-1 models also show a higher degree of confusion between ‘Woodland’, ‘Bushland’ and ‘Forest’, and tend to overestimate ‘Shrubland’ (Figure 7(A4, B4 and C4)). ‘Grassland’ was the only land cover type that Sentinel-1-only models were able to identify with higher accuracies (>76.8%; Model 10; Figures 5 and 6). When combining Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-1 data, all models scored higher overall accuracies when compared to their single sensor counterparts (Figure 4). For example, the overall accuracy of Model 2 (i.e., Sentinel-2-only, short-dry season) increased from 82.7% (±1.6%) to 85.7% (±1.5%) after the Sentinel-1 data were added (Figure 4; McNemar test: \( p < 0.05 \)).

![Figure 7](image-url)

**Figure 7.** Example subsets of the study area: (A–C): very-high resolution imagery; (A1–C1): land cover maps from Model 18; (A2–C2): land cover maps from Model 16; (A3–C3): land cover maps from Model 4; (A4–C4): land cover maps from Model 8. Coding of model combinations in Table 2.
For single season models, adding radar data improved accuracies for nearly all land cover types, with few exceptions (Figures 5 and 6). For instance, adding Sentinel-1 data to the short-dry single-season (Model 2), increased the accuracy for most land cover types, except for the user’s accuracy of ‘Bushland’ and producer’s accuracy for ‘Forest’ (Figures 5 and 6). For multiseason models, adding Sentinel-1 data only improved the overall accuracy slightly (Figure 4), and visually the land cover maps are very similar (Figure 7(A1–C1,A3–C3)). For instance, the overall accuracy for Model 4 (i.e., Sentinel-2, dry and short-dry seasons) increased slightly from 85.5% (±1.5%) to 86.3% (±1.5%) after the Sentinel-1 data were added; however, this increase is within the respective confidence interval and is statistically insignificant (Figure 4; McNemar test: $p > 0.05$). Moreover, adding the SAR data to Model 4 decreased the producer’s accuracy for ‘Bareland’, ‘Grassland’, ‘Forest’ and ‘Shrubland’ and decreased the user’s accuracy for ‘Shrubland’ and ‘Montane heath’ (Figures 5 and 6). This decrease in the per-class accuracies for some land cover types occurs in other models, too: when adding Sentinel-1 data to Model 7 (which combines all three seasons; Figures 5 and 6), a decrease in the producer’s accuracy for ‘Bareland’, ‘Bareland’, ‘Forest’ and ‘Montane heath’ and a decrease in the user’s accuracy for ‘Forest’ and ‘Shrubland’ is observed.

4.3. The Role of Season

Unlike their Sentinel-1 counterparts, Sentinel-2 single season models with data from the short-dry season out-performed dry or wet mono-season ones (Figures 4 and 6). Additionally, all single season models, using dry or wet season imagery, produced very similar overall accuracies (e.g., Model 1 obtained 77.3% and Model 3 obtained 77.8% (McNemar test: $p > 0.05$); Figures 4 and 8). Both Sentinel-2 and multisensor models incorporating the short-dry season, on its own or with other seasons, performed better than other combinations (Figures 4 and 8; McNemar test: $p < 0.05$). In Sentinel-2-only models, combining the short-dry season with either the wet or dry seasons, improved all land cover classes, except for the producer’s accuracy for ‘Bareland’, in Model 6 and ‘Woodland’, in Model 4, which performed better with the short-dry season on its own (Figures 5 and 6). Regarding the SAR-only models, season does not seem to have a clear effect on overall accuracies (Figures 4 and 8). However, when optical and SAR data were combined, the models that incorporated the short-dry season, obtained overall accuracies >85.6%—this included the best performing model (Model 18; Figures 4 and 8).

![Figure 8](image-url)  
**Figure 8.** Overall accuracy results for the 21 models according to sensor and season combinations.

Combining imagery from more than one season increased model accuracy (Figures 4 and 8). For Sentinel-2-only models, using only the dry and short-dry seasons produced accuracies of 77.3 ± 1.8% and 82.7 ± 1.6%, respectively, while a combination of both, increased the accuracy by 2.8% (to 85.5 ± 1.5%; Figures 4 and 8; McNemar test: $p < 0.05$). In addition, this combination obtained similar results to the best performing model (Figure 7(A1–C1,A3–C3)). For Sentinel-1-only models, the dry and short-dry
season models produced accuracies of 58.5% (±2.1%) and 57.6% (±2.1%), respectively; when combined this rises to 63.7 ± 2.1% (Figures 4 and 8; McNemar test: p < 0.05).

The models that combined more than one season scored lower commission and omission errors for most land cover classes (Figures 5 and 6). For Sentinel-2-only models, the combination of dry and short-dry seasons (i.e., Model 4), increased the accuracy for most land cover types, with the exception of the producer’s accuracy of ‘Woodland’ (Figures 5 and 6). In addition, the combination of wet and short-dry season (Model 6) increased the accuracy for nearly all land cover types, except for the producer’s accuracy of ‘Bareland’ (Figures 5 and 6). On the other hand, for multisensor models, combining more than one season increased overall accuracies slightly but these varied depending on the land cover type. For instance, the combination of dry and short-dry season data in multisensor models (Models 15 and 16) decreased the user’s accuracy for ‘Bareland’ by 8%, of ‘Shrubland’ by 6%, of ‘Woodland’ by 1% and of ‘Bushland’ by 5%. Producer’s accuracy also decreased for ‘Bareland’ (7%), ‘Shrubland’ (6%) and ‘Woodland’ (3%; Figures 5 and 6). Despite the statistics, there are areas where the opposite holds true, as in the case of the mountains northeast of the Crater (Figure 7C). In that area the inclusion of the dry season data corrected the wrongly classified ‘Woodland’ for ‘Bushland’ (Figure 7(C1,C2)).

Interestingly, the combination of all three seasons did not significantly improve the overall accuracy for most of the models (McNemar test: p > 0.05). However, this combination performed better than the combination of data from the dry and wet seasons (Figures 4 and 8; McNemar test: p < 0.05). Nonetheless, the three-season models seem to be beneficial for the mapping of specific land cover classes (Figures 5 and 6). Considering only the Sentinel-2 models, the three-season combination increases the user’s accuracy for ‘Forest’, ‘Bareland’ and ‘Grassland’ and increases the producer’s accuracy for ‘Montane heath’, when compared to single- or biseason combinations (Figures 5 and 6).

5. Discussion

5.1. Can Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-1 Seasonal Imagery Be Used to Accurately Map Savannah Land Cover Types at the Regional Scale?

To improve habitat monitoring, preserve biodiversity and sustain ecosystem services, the provision of moderate-resolution land cover maps across savannah environments is essential. Mapping savannahs is a challenging task, due to varying vegetation densities, high background soil signal, and the spectral similarities between the dominant land cover types [10,24,25]. Our results demonstrate that imagery from the Sentinel constellation (optical and C-band SAR) has good utility for mapping complex savannah systems at moderate resolution. Our best performing model—using a combination of Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-1 data from the dry and short-dry seasons—achieved an overall accuracy of 86.3 ± 1.5%. This compares favourably with other studies in savannah environments (e.g., [10,28,29,37]). The land cover type most accurately mapped was ‘Grassland’ obtaining a maximum producer’s and user’s accuracy of 96% and 92%, respectively, achieved by Model 21 (three seasons). This is consistent with previous research (Figures 5 and 6, [28]). On the other hand, the performance of ‘Shrubland’ was relatively poor, scoring a maximum user’s accuracy of 59% and producer’s accuracy of 54%, achieved by Model 16 (Figures 5 and 6). A study carried out by Mishra (2014; [37]) found that lower vegetation density/height, such as ‘Shrubland’, performed poorly at finer scales. Spectral similarities, similar ecological composition and the fact that ‘Shrubland’ vegetation is highly variable and difficult to identify using Google Earth imagery, can also explain the confusion between ‘Shrubland’, ‘Woodland’ and ‘Grassland’ [65]. To investigate the reliability of mapping savannahs using Sentinel imagery that comes with an undisputed spatial resolution advantage compared to Landsat or MODIS, we examined the role of different sensor and season combinations on mapping accuracies.

5.2. Can the Combination of Optical and Radar Data Improve Classification Accuracies?

Our results show models using solely Sentinel-1 data underperformed their Sentinel-2 counterparts, for all seasons and all land cover types (Figure 4). The best Sentinel-2 only model (dry and short-dry
season) produced an 85.5% overall accuracy compared to 64.7% for the best Sentinel-1 only model (all seasons): a nontrivial difference (McNemar test: \( p < 0.05 \)). This agrees with both Lopes et al. (2019; \[66\]) and Higginbottom et al. (2018; \[29\]) who compared optical with radar imagery in West and South Africa, respectively. This could be attributed to SAR-only models incurring errors caused by incidence angle variation, speckle, geolocation accuracy and moisture content \[29\]. The results from Naidoo et al. (2016; \[30\]) who mapped woody vegetation cover in southern African savannahs show the opposite result, but they employed longer wavelength L-band data (ALOS PALSAR), which are more sensitive to the dense woody vegetation structure \[25,28,29\].

The SAR-only models were able to successfully identify only the ‘Grassland’ land cover type (accuracies above 76.8%). ‘Montane heath’ on the other hand, obtained accuracies as low as 0% in Model 9 and was often confused for ‘Grassland’, likely due to textural similarities between the two land cover types and their lack of dense or woody plants. Interestingly, the woody classes also scored low accuracies in the SAR-only models, with open ‘Woodland’ achieving a maximum of 57.5% (Model 10), ‘Bushland’ 47.2% (Model 8) and closed ‘Forest’ 37% (Model 10) (Figures 5 and 6). The relatively large number of woody classes in our study area and the land cover nomenclature we adopted might explain the confusion between them, as previous research shows that combining such classes can improve mapping accuracy from SAR data \[67,68\]. In addition, Huttich et al. (2011; \[69\]) suggested that using inter-annual metrics of over one or two years could increase accuracies of ‘Shrubland’ and ‘Grassland’ classes. Our results also show that SAR only models overestimated ‘Shrubland’, specifically in low vegetated areas (Figure 7(A4–C4)). This can be attributed to the high surface roughness that produces similar signals for trees and shrubs \[10,70\]. Zhang et al. (2019; \[10\]) and Urban et al. (2020; \[70\]), also showed that radar data overestimate the presence of woody vegetation, for the Sahel and South Africa, respectively.

Previous research recommends combining SAR with optical data for improved land cover mapping \[10,28,67\]. Our results show that the combination of Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-1 data achieves higher overall accuracies when compared to single sensor models. Model 2 (Sentinel-2, short-dry season), scored an overall accuracy of 82.7%, increased by 3% when Sentinel-1 data were added (Figure 4; McNemar test: \( p < 0.05 \)). The addition of SAR data increased the accuracies for most vegetation types, with the UA for ‘bushland’ and PA of closed ‘forest’ being the only two exceptions. These results are consistent with previous research carried out by Laurin et al. (2013; \[67\]) and Symeonakis et al. (2018; \[28\]), finding that combining SAR and optical data also decreased the omission and commission errors for all land cover types. Zhang et al. (2019; \[10\]) suggested adding SAR to optical data as they can correct errors particularly in highly productive areas (e.g., wetlands, irrigated fields and perennial grasses) which can be misclassified as trees.

Our findings agree with the emerging consensus that multisensor approaches to land cover mapping perform best. However, we found the benefits of multisensor approaches were most evident in mono-temporal models. For instance, adding SAR data to Model 4 (Sentinel-2 data, dry and short-dry seasons), improved its overall accuracy by only 0.8% (Figure 4; McNemar test: \( p > 0.05 \)). This slight increase is within the confidence interval of both models (Models 4 and 18) and produce a very similar spatial configuration of the mapped land cover classes (Figure 7(A1–C1,A3–C3)). Our results, therefore, support those of Higginbottom et al. (2018; \[29\]), who found that the multisensor approach was only marginally beneficial (≈1%), and at fine scales (30m) the addition of PALSAR data to Landsat may reduce accuracies. Chatziantoniou et al. (2017; \[71\]) achieved similar results to ours, suggesting that although SAR data are solely impacted by wind, droughts might also influence the data quality thereby negatively affecting the overall classification accuracy. Therefore, if multiseason data is available, combining more than one sensor might be unnecessary and even counterproductive for specific land cover types (e.g., ‘Shrubland’).
5.3. How Does the Combination of Data from Different Seasons Influence the Accuracy of the Classification?

Savannah mapping studies generally use data from the dry season, due to significantly lower cloud contamination and heightened contrasts between woody and grassland components [29,32]. We found only small differences in accuracy, less than 1%, between wet and dry season models, for Sentinel-2 and multisensor scenarios (Figures 4 and 8; McNemar test: \( p > 0.05 \)), which agrees with Symeonakis et al. (2018; [29]). Interestingly, Sentinel-2 imagery from the short-dry season, which occurs between January and February was highly effective, preforming comparably to the multisensor models and outperforming the other single season Sentinel-2 models by 5% (Figure 8). The short-dry season, which occurs right after the short rains (from October to December), is characteristic of East Africa and, to our knowledge, this is the first study to examine its utility in mapping savannahs. This season is particularly useful for land cover mapping due to it having cloud free data and being wet enough for herbaceous vegetation to be photosynthetically active, which is not the case during the dry season [33]. In the Ngorongoro Conservation Area (NCA), during the short-dry season the grasses in the North-West of the NCA starts to emerge, attracting the great wildebeest migration. Moreover, this season is dry enough to provide noticeable differences in the spectral characteristics of woody and herbaceous vegetation [30].

We found that models combing dry and wet season imagery outperform their single season counterparts in all scenarios (Figure 8). However, compared to other model combinations, Sentinel-2-only and multisensor models were improved by including the short-dry season data (Figure 8). The dry season (Model 1) and the short-dry season model (Model 2) produced an overall accuracy of 77.3% and 82.7%, respectively. Once combined, the overall accuracy increased to 85.5% (\( \approx 2.8\% \), McNemar test: \( p < 0.05 \)), which is very close to the best performing model (Figure 4; McNemar test: \( p > 0.05 \)). This agrees with Haro-Carrion and Southworth (2018; [32]) and Symeonakis et al. (2018; [28]), who also reported higher accuracies when combining biseasonal data. Adding multiseason data provides additional spectral information and, if available, should be preferred for successfully distinguishing between spectrally similar savannah vegetation classes [32].

Multiseason models generally scored higher overall accuracies; however, multisensor models were less improved. For instance, the increase in the overall accuracy from the combination of Models 15 and 16, which include multisensor data for the dry and short-dry seasons, was \( \approx 0.6\% (p > 0.0.5) \). This agrees with Symeonakis et al. (2018; [28]) who reported the same increase of 0.6% in the overall accuracy for their multisensor dry season model by combining sensors and seasons. Regardless of the impact on the overall accuracy, our results show that adding more than one season to multisensor models solved misclassification problems in specific areas within the NCA (Figure 7). For instance, in the mountains northeast of the Crater (Figure 7C), Model 16 overestimated the open ‘Woodland’ cover: by adding the dry season data, the classification was improved (Figure 7(C1,C2)). These errors in the spatial configuration of the mapped classes can go unnoticed, as the calculation of accuracy statistics is carried out over a limited number of locations compared to the much larger total number of pixels of the study area.

Most multiseason mapping studies consider only the wet and dry seasons or a combination of the two. Our results show that the triseasonal models performed better than the wet and dry season models (McNemar test: \( p < 0.05 \)) and improved the accuracies for several specific land cover types (e.g., closed ‘Forest’ and ‘Grassland’ achieved 92% and 90.6%, respectively, in Model 7). However, the overall accuracy did not increase significantly when compared to other biseasonal models. For example, Model 21 (three seasons) achieved an overall accuracy of 85.6%, which is higher than Model 19 (dry and wet; 81.2%, McNemar test: \( p < 0.05 \)), but (insignificantly) lower than Model 18 (dry and short-dry; 86.3%, McNemar test: \( p > 0.05 \)) (Figures 4 and 8). These results contrast with Hüttich et al. (2011; [69]) who found that increasing the length of the observation period and interseasonal data increases the accuracy of the classification. However, the scholars also mention that highly dynamic classes, such as ‘Grassland’ and ‘Bareland’, benefit when longer time series are used which our results support. Whilst there are benefits from using triseasonal imagery, it must be noted that the amount of data and time
required for preprocessing also increases significantly. Unless triseasonal data provide improvements for mapping specific vegetation types of interest, using a combination of the dry and short-dry seasons should suffice.

5.4. Implications for Biodiversity Monitoring/Ecosystem Monitoring Challenges in the Area

This study has demonstrated that Sentinel imagery can reliably map land cover in the Ngorongoro Conservation Area (NCA), and the wider Serengeti region. The NCA is globally important for biodiversity conservation due to the presence of iconic megafauna, such as the Eastern black rhino and African elephant. It is among the best locations in the world to see black rhino in the wild, attracting thousands of tourists every year. The NCA supports the largest black rhino population in Tanzania and in recent years this population increased to 56 individuals [72]. Currently, there is emerging evidence of a decrease in the quality and quantity of preferable browse and, consequently, a decrease in suitable habitat for black rhino [14,41,73]. Unsuitable habitats and limited browse promote intra- and interspecific competition for resources and emigration of rhinos out of the Crater and the NCA [73].

Our derived land cover map could help monitor black rhino habitat quality and identify new locations within the NCA which the population could expand into. In addition, land cover maps can infer rhino home ranges and support antipoaching efforts in the NCA. Previously, the only detailed land cover survey in the NCA was completed in 1972 [45], before several major management policies were introduced that brought about significant environmental changes, e.g., the displacement of pastoralists from the Ngorongoro Crater [14,46]. Therefore, our accurate and up-to-date land cover map could have considerable conservation implications for the NCA, in general, and the black rhino population, in particular, as it provides information essential for the development of sustainable management strategies.

6. Conclusions

Savannahs are heterogeneous environments providing essential ecosystem services to communities. Currently, they are threatened by extensive land use/cover changes and subsequent land degradation. Mapping these environments is challenging but essential in order to improve monitoring capabilities, prevent biodiversity loss and ensure savannah ecosystem service provision. In this study, we tested how combinations of imagery from different seasons and sensors affects the accuracy of land cover maps for the NCA and provide guidance for future attempts to monitor and understand savannah landscapes. We conclude that the combination of Sentinel-1 and 2 data from the dry and short-dry seasons successfully maps most of the land cover types in the NCA, with ‘Shrubland’ remaining a challenge. Additionally, we found that if SAR data are unavailable, multiseason Sentinel-2 data provide a good alternative, whilst if no multiseasonal data can be used, a combination of SAR and optical data can be used to accurately map savannah environments with similar results to the best performing model. Finally, we advise that the short-dry season should be preferred over the wet and dry seasons for both multisensor combinations and optical data. In conclusion, we provide much needed and highly accurate, medium resolution land cover maps for the NCA, which will support sustainable management and conservation.
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